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To examine the association between the amount of sports activity performed during leisure time and gray matter
volume (GMV) of the brain we investigated differences in GMV in a large cohort study of community-dwelling
older adults. 967 individuals indicated their average weekly sports activity via a questionnaire, and underwent
high resolution T1-weighted structural imaging of the brain. We used voxel based morphometry (CAT 12) in
a region of interest approach for (1) comparing participants with higher versus lower sports activity (median
split) and (2) calculating a linear regression on GMV and sports activity. We carefully corrected for other factors
known to have an impact on GMV (sex, age, total brain volume, education, cigarettes and alcohol consumption,
body mass index) and excluded pathology (history of psychiatric or neurological disease; visual inspection of
brain scans).
Those participants who spend more time performing sports activity per week (median split with > 1 h/week)
showed higher GMV in one superior medial parietal cluster comprising the dorsomedial frontal lobe, the superior
parietal lobe, and the precuneus/cuneus area. When splitting participants by their median (55.5 years) into two
groups we found a stronger protective effect of sports against age related GMV decline for the older part of the
cohort.
Overall, a more active lifestyle was associated with increased GMV in areas associated with self-awareness
and working memory. These cohort data support data on the protective role of sports activity for the GMV.

1. Introduction

The brain is shaped by physical activity over the lifetime [1]. Studies on subjects with extensive physical training show training-specific
changes for those structures repetitively active during training which
are cortical and subcortical motor areas (primary motor cortex and basal
ganglia [2]:), sensory areas (somatosensory cortex: [2]; auditory: [2,3];
visual cortex [4]:), sensorimotor integration areas (parietal lobe [4]:)
and areas engaged in feedforward processing (anterior cerebellar hemisphere [4]:). Keeping in mind that different sports have different needs
for
functional
contribution
of
the
CNS,
it

is not astonishing that different sports are associated with differential
changes in GMV [5]. Correspondingly, short-term limb immobilization
can lead to a decrease of cortical thickness in somatosensory and motor
areas [6].
A model for understanding structural changes depending on differential requirements on movement execution and sensory input has
already been postulated by Hebb in the middle of the last century
[7]. Therefore, continuous practice modulates those features of brain
anatomy specifically associated with requirements of the respective
training task [8]. With respect of the molecular mechanisms behind
these gray matter changes, research on animals has shown that fit
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ness training is associated with changes in angio- and synaptogenesis
[9].
Physical exercise mitigates age-related decline of gray matter volume [10–13] and decreases cognitive decline with age and pathology [14,15]. Areas vulnerable for age-related decline, including medial prefrontal, superior parietal and temporal areas, may be preferentially modified by physical activity in the elderly [16,17]. Aerobic exercise may be particularly beneficial for executive functions in aged
healthy volunteers [18]. In 35 older adults [16], reported a relationship
between cardiopulmonal fitness and cortical thickness in parietal (e.g.
PCC, precuneus, cuneus), prefrontal (OFC, superior frontal cortex) but
also temporal brain areas.
In a VBM-study in 331 elderly (75 years of age), GMV of the precuneus and cuneus was associated with self-reported physical activity
[19]. Importantly, sports activity reported for leisure time and objective
measures for physical fitness are highly associated [20]. However, this
is controversially discussed (for review see [21]).
In a cohort study, [22] measured actual and accumulated physical
activity, GMV, perfusion and resting state connectivity in 308 healthy
participants aged from 35 to 80 years. They found consistent increase
in perfusion, GMV, and resting state connectivity positively associated
with physical activity in the posterior cingulate cortex. In an intervention study that assessed the impact of nordic walking versus gymnastic
versus a control condition in 62 healthy older adults, physical fitness,
GMV and memory function [23], an increase in activity (including the
intervention but also sports and leisure time activity) was accompanied
by an increase in grey matter volume in cingulate (BA 32), superior parietal lobe (BA 7), dorsomedial prefrontal lobe (BA8, 9, 10), and striate
visual cortex (BA 17–19).
Until now, no study has investigated associations of low versus high
physical activity with GMV in a large community-based sample across
the lifespan. Importantly, given the extensive evaluation of participants
with regard to other risk factors that may impact brain health, these factors could be carefully controlled for.
We here performed a ROI-statistical approach in a cohort of 967 individuals, drawn at random from the community and thus representative for the area, investigating effects of physical activity on GMV of the
brain. Physical activity is defined as “any bodily movement produced
by the contraction of skeletal muscle that increases energy expenditure
above a basal level” with exercise being a subcategory classified as being “planned, structured, and repetitive and purposive in the sense that
the improvement or maintenance of one or more components of physical fitness is the objective” [24]. The terms of exercise, physical activity,
and sports are used inconsistently in the literature. In the questionnaire,
the term “sports” was used. However, as we do not have any specific
information about the type of activity reported, we will use the general
term sports activity when talking about our results to be more consistent
with current definitions.
We applied voxel-based morphometry (VBM, CAT 12) for comparing
participants with higher versus lower physical activity (median split),
and for calculating a linear regression on GMV and sports activity. We
carefully corrected for other factors known to contribute to GMV (sex,
age, total brain volume, education, cigarette and alcohol consumption,
body mass index) and excluded pathology (history of psychiatric or neurological disease; visual inspection of brain scans). We searched in those
brain areas which had already been described to be associated with
physical activity in cohort studies [19,22] but also in response to moderate training in a longitudinal study in elderly [23] and selected these
regions as ROIs from common brain atlases: the dorso-medial prefrontal
lobe (BA 6, 8–10), the superior parietal lobe (BA 7), precuneus/cuneus,
cingulate gyrus (BA 24, 30, 31,32), the hippocampus, the insula cortex,
the caudate, and the occipital lobe (BA 17–19).

2. Methods
2.1. Cohort
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We analyzed 1182 individuals selected from the SHIP-2-cohort of the
SHIP-Study (Study of Health in Pomerania), a population-based cohort
study conducted in Northeast Germany [25,26]. The cohort was representative for the population when being started in 1998 (SHIP-0). The
study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University Medicine of Greifswald and written informed consent was obtained
from each subject.
2.2. Questionnaire for sports activity

Participants filled in a questionnaire indicating the weekly sports activity during summer and winter times. The exact question was formulated as follows: “How often do you do sports in summer/winter?”. Answer options were “>2 h per week” ( = 1), “1-2 h per week” ( = 2),
“<1 h per week” ( = 3), “no sports at all” ( = 4). The scores of summer
and winter were highly positively associated (r = 0.72; p < 0.0001).
2.3. Image acquisition
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High resolution magnetic resonance imaging data were obtained using a 1.5-T Siemens MR imaging scanner (Magnetom Avanto; Siemens
Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) using a T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence
and the following parameters: 176 slices, matrix = 256 × 176 pixel,
voxel size = 1.0 mm isotropic, slice thickness = 1.0 mm, repetition
time = 1900 ms, echo time = 3.37 ms, flip angle = 15°.
2.4. Quality control and exclusion of pathologies
All MRI head scans were visually inspected with regard to image artifacts and clinical abnormalities. Any brain images indicating stroke,
multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, dementia, cerebral tumor, intracranial cyst or hydrocephalus were excluded, leaving 1081
images. Furthermore, subjects with recorded intake of anxiolytics or
opioids and with PHQ9 [27] depression scores greater than 14 were
excluded, leaving 1037 images. Finally, all subjects with incomplete
datasets for possible confounds (i.e., sex, age, years of education, nicotine intake, alcohol consumption, body mass index) were excluded. The
final sample comprised 967 participants.
2.5. Preprocessing

T1-weighted images were preprocessed using Statistical Parametric
Mapping 12 (SPM12; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,
University of London) and the toolbox CAT12 (Computational Anatomy
Toolbox; http://www.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat; Structural Brain Mapping
Group, Jena University Hospital) running on MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA). Default parameters of the CAT12 toolbox were used. Images were first corrected for magnetic field inhomogenities and were
segmented into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid. In
the segmentation process we applied a hidden Markov Random Field
model and accounted for partial volume effects. Finally, the segmented
images were spatially normalized using the DARTEL algorithm, followed by Gaussian smoothing using a kernel of 8 mm (full width at
height maximum; FWHM). Furthermore, all scans underwent an automated quality check protocol, revealing a so-called IQR (index of
quality
rating)
score,
which
later
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was used as additional covariate in the statistical model. Finally, (total
intracranial volume, TIV) was calculated, also to be used later as a covariate.

with frequency of sports (Fig. 2, bottom). The steepness for the linear
trend line was plotted for the SPL as an example.
Statistical comparisons were restricted to regions of interest known
to express an increase of GMV by moderate sports activity in an elder group of healthy participants described before [22,23]. These comprised: the dorso-medial prefrontal lobe (BA 6, 8–10), the superior parietal lobe (BA 7), the precunes and cuneus, the cingulate gyrus (BA 24,
30, 31,32), the hippocampus, the insula, the caudate nucleus, and the
occipital cortex (V1-V3; BA 17–19). ROIs were selected for those already classified cytoarchitecturally from the ANATOMY atlas (version
2.2b). For the differentiation of the insula we used Neuromorphometrics (Neuromorphometrics, Inc.) as provided with the SPM12 package.
Effect sizes were calculated for the highest activated voxels t-value per
ROI using the following formula: Cohen´s d =(2 × t-value) / √967.
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2.6. Statistical analysis
We averaged the scores for sports activity in summer and winter and
used this value for regression analysis. In addition, we included those
with a mean ≤2 (more than one hour a week) into the “more sports activity” group and those with a mean >2.5 (less than one hour a week)
into the “less sports activity” group, using an independent samples t-test
to evaluate for the hypothesized differences in GMV. We included the
following confounds into the analysis known to be an important modulator of GMV: sex (male/female; [28], age [29], BMI [30] and alcohol
and cigarettes ( [31]. In addition, we corrected for total intracranial volume (TIV) and the quality of images (index of quality rating, IQR) calculated by CAT12 during the preprocessing as covariates. For the design
matrix of the t-test design see Fig. 1A. For the regression analysis we
used an average of the seasonal sports activity scores as the main regressor and the same variables of no interest as for the group comparison.
For the design matrix of the linear regression design see Fig. 1B.
Since most previous studies investigated effects in an older population (Erickson et al., [12]: n = 299, aged on average 78 years;
Gow et al., [32]: n = 691, aged on average 73 years; Ho et al., [23]:
n = 226 participants, aged on average 78 years) we tested the interaction age*sports using a 2 by 2 Full Factorial design factorial (sports:
less /more sports; age: younger/older). For that analysis we differentiated the younger and the older group for the t-test by median
split. This revealed 475 participants younger than 55.5 years (average: 44.9 years; range: 31–55 years) and 492 participants older than
55.5 years (average: 65.8 years; range: 56–90 years). For descriptive
purpose we performed a linear regression for the betas of GMV-analysis in association with age (Fig. 2 top) and in association

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of scores between sports activity intensity groups
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Brain volume in total and for the three classes of segmentation did
not differ between groups (Table 1). Overall, those who performed more
sports activity were 1.6 years older, had higher education, scored better in the mini mental status exam (MMSE), smoked less frequently, and
had a trend for a slightly lower BMI (see Table 1).
These group differences signal the importance of inserting these variables as confounds into the statistical analysis.
3.2. Association of scores and demographic factors
Performing more sports activity was positively associated with age
(r = 0.065; p = 0.045) and negatively with smoking (r=-0.14;
p < 0.001). Those who did more sports activity were those with more
years of education (r = 0.15; p < 0.001).

Fig. 1. Statistical analysis. The original design matrix used in SPM12/CAT12.Fig. 1, left: Median split t-test; abbreviations: “Group 1” = sports activity > 1 h/ week; “Group 2” = sports
activity < 1 h/ week; TIV = total intracranial volume; IQR = index of quality rating; Alcohol = alcohol consumption; Cigarettes = cigarette consumption, BMI = body mass index. Fig.
1, right: Linear regression analysis for sports activity per week; the other confounds are the same as for the t-test.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the effect of sports on GMV-decrease with age on the superior parietal lobe. Top: Those with more sports had less age decline in SPL (MNI-coordinate: 0: -69, 32;
left: -0.156) than those with less sports (right: -0.179). Bottom: Younger (left) participants had a lower effect of sports activity on GMV decline (left: -0.406) than the older group (right:
-0.615).

12.98 for BA 6; F-value of significance for the BA 6-ROI would be
F ≥ 18.67). The factors age and sports revealed significant effects.

Table 1
Demographic characteristics in Means ± Standard Deviations.
More sports
activity

Less sports
activity

Difference between
groups

Participants (female)
gray matter
volume
Age [years]
Alcohol [g]*
Smoking [cig./day]* *
Education [years]
PHQ9* **
BMI

551 (300)
614.17 (66.67)

chi-square: 0.73; n.s.
t = 0.21; n.s.

56.26 (12.33)
9.97 (12.42)
6.56 (9.44)
12.89 (2.54)
3.1 (3.09)
27.40 (4.24)

416 (206)
613.28
(68.24)
54.62 (12.37)
10.64 (14.45)
8.75 (11.25)
12.25 (2.40)
3.38 (3.02)
27.96 (4.59)

mini mental status
exam * **

28.69 (1.49)

28.33 (1.66)

3.3.2. Two sample T-test
The more and the less sportive active group were compared for
gray matter differences within ROIs. Table 2 and Fig. 2 shows significant effects for this comparison. We identified more GMV in the
more sportive group in a large medial cluster covering the SPL, the
precuneus, the cuneus, and the posterior cingulate cortex. In addition
right posterior insula and right BA8 showed higher GMV in the more

t = 2.04; p = 0.042
t = 0.78; n.s.
t = 3.28; p < 0.001
t = 4.01; p < 0.001
t = 1.33; n.s.
t = 1.95; n.s.
(p = 0.051)
t = 2.22; p = 0.027

Table 2
Two sample t-test (all areas height threshold FWE corrected for ROI with p < 0.05).
Region

Absolute amount of alcohol [g] for each day averaged from data about the last 30
days.
** Maximum number of cigarettes ever smoked daily in the period of one year
(correlation with pack years highly significant).
*** Question was not answered by every individual that was included into the analysis.
*

SPL (BA 7;
precuneus)
Cuneus
Insula
(posterior)
BA 8

3.3. GMV-analysis

3.3.1. Full factorial model
Although age and sports as single factors showed significant effects, the interaction did not reach significance (highest F-value was

Post.
cingulate
gyrus (BA
32)
Caudate
nucleus

a
*

4

Hemisphere

tvalue

Effect
sizea

Cluster
size

MNI coordinates
x

y

z

R

4.36

0.28

330*

0

−69

32

R

4.01
3.76

0.26
0.24

101
25

0
46

−70
−9

30
4

R
R
L

3.68
3.57
3.42

0.24
0.23
0.22

63
101
17

8
24
−3

27
22
−58

52
54
30

R

3.37

0.22

72

8

10

4

Effect size: Cohen´s d.
Result also significant for FWE p < 0.05 cluster correction for the whole brain.
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An association of cerebral blood flow (CBV) and GMV in the precuneus, cuneus and parietal lobe with sports activity has been described
already in a prospective cohort study [22]. This study investigated resting state network, perfusion imaging and GMV analysis in 308 participants ranging from 35 to 80 years. In addition, they recorded both accumulated physical activity over a decade, and current physical activity. Especially GMV in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) was associated with accumulated physical activity. In addition, for the resting
state data the posterior part of the default mode network (anterior part
of the posterior cingulate cortex; PCC) was sensitive to accumulated
((MNI-coordinates: -6; -32; 26) and current physical activity (MNI-coordinates: -8, -36, 26). These coordinates are within our PCC cluster of
GMV association on sports activity. The authors discussed their results
with respect to exercise induced gene expressions stimulating neurogenesis and resistance to brain ischemia [33]. The precuneus/cuneus as
well as the PCC form part of the default mode network (DMN), which
is involved in processes including self-awareness and memory function.
The DMN is active during task-free paradigms and associated with internally directed mental states but also with tasks requiring directed attention [34]. During aging, functional connectivity in the DMN decreases,
paralleled by GMV decrease [35].
On the network level a high positive association on functional connectivity between the posterior cingulate cortex and the middle frontal
gyrus with aerobic fitness has been described in young and older
healthy volunteers [36]. These authors later postulated [35] that physical activity can protect from the adverse effects of functional connectivity caused by aging. Changes in the default mode network at rest might
well be associated with GMV in these areas. Poorer functional connectivity has also been described for older adults in the executive control
network (prefrontal lobe) and the salience network (insula; Voss et al.,
2010b). In our study only the elderly showed a relevant positive GMV
modulation by sports activity in the same areas. Physical activity therefore seems to prevent age-related decline in GMV in areas of the DMN,
the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and the insula.
There is a variety of cross-sectional studies providing evidence for
a positive association of cardiopulmonary fitness levels (Vo2 max) and
GMV in prefrontal areas in older adults [12,18,38–43]. Positive effects
on GMV in frontoparietal areas in this group might well be associated
with the effect of physical training on cognitive function among older
adults, prominently on executive functions [18].
Age related decline of GMV is decreased by physical activity
[10–13]. Cognitive, social and physical demand also has a positive effect on cognitive decline connected with age or pathology [14,15].
Thus, areas vulnerable for age-related decline might therefore be protected by physical activity in elderly [16,17]. Our study thus corroborates previous findings from cohort [22] and intervention studies [23], demonstrating that areas that showed higher GMV in more
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sportive group. The effect sizes for these differences (Cohen´s d) were
small.
In a linear regression analysis over the amount of sports over the
whole sample the same ROIs showed a significant GMV-effect. In addition, this analysis identified higher GMV going along with higher sports
activity in the visual cortex and the hippocampus (see Table 3).
The age × sports interaction in the Full Factorial design did not
reach significance. However, we plotted the betas for the association of
GMV with age (Fig. 2, top) and for GMV/age effects in association with
sportive activity (Fig. 2, bottom) for illustration purpose for the SPL
voxel with highest effect size (MNI-coordinate: 0: -69, 32). The slope of
the effect of sport activity on GMV decrease by age was stronger for the
older part of the cohort than for the younger.
Fig. 3 provides an overview for the results from both the t-test
and the regression analysis in a color coded overlay on a segmented
MNI-space brain. There was a high overlap (red and blue color coded)
for the clusters in the cuneus, BA 8 and posterior insula for both type of
analyses. The occipital cluster (red) was only present for the regression
analysis.
4. Discussion
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4.1. Main results
The current study aimed to identify differences in brain structure
associated with higher commitment to sports activity, here indicated
by higher frequency of sports activity per week, in a large representative cohort from the community. When comparing those with more and
those with less sports activity per week we observed higher GMV in four
clusters: the superior parietal lobe (SPL; BA 7, precuneus/cuneus) together with the posterior cingulate cortex, the posterior insula, the dorsomedial PFC (BA 8), and the caudate nucleus. A voxelwise linear regression analysis confirmed the group comparison but in addition detected higher GMV associated with higher sports activity also for the
hippocampus and visual cortex. Both type of analyses revealed a high
overlap of results. Associations of GMV and amount of sports activity performed were stronger for the older participants (age average 66
years; range: 56–90 years) than for the younger (average age 45 years;
range: 31–55 years), although an interaction failed significance.
4.2. Less sports activity associated with lower GMV in the DMN, executive
network and salience network

A cluster of medial parietal areas including the precuneus/cuneus
and the posterior cingulate cortex was the most striking result in our
study since this cluster showed high statistical significance without prior
hypotheses. This area is a robust finding showing higher gray matter for
cohort studies [22] and intervention studies (e.g. [23]. It also underlines
findings of other studies based on self-reports [19] or cardiopulmonary
fitness measures [16].
Table 3
Linear regression (all areas height threshold corrected for ROI with p < 0.05).
Region

BA 8
SPL (BA 7; precuneus)
Cuneus
Visual Cortex (V1)
Hippocampus
Caudate nucleus
a

Hemisphere

R
R
R
L
L
L
R

t-value

Effect sizea

3.57
3.86
3.71
3.70
3.76
3.35
3.51

0.23
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.22
0.23

Effect size: Cohen´s d.
5

Cluster size

157
130
62
68
241
9
72

MNI coordinates
x

y

z

24
0
0
−6
−3
−18
6

22
−69
−70
−92
−92
−4
10

54
32
30
14
12
−12
3
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changes in hippocampal GMV might only be found for high-intensity
exercise. Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that the hippocampus
is particularly responsive to aerobic training [15]. For our study, only
regression analysis detected higher GMV in the hippocampus in more
physically active participants.
4.5. Limitations

First, information about the participant’s sports activity per week
was collected via questionnaire, and question on “sports” only. Thus, reports may have been unreliable with regard to sports as such, and also
might systematically underestimate the total amount of physical activity in the older participants, while overestimating the amount in the
younger participants. However, self-reported physical activity has been
proven to be reliable measures of physical activity levels [51,52] and
has been used in several previous studies investigating the connection
of activity levels and GMV [19,39,48]. Nevertheless, in future studies
more objective parameter measuring cardiorespiratory fitness or objective movement performance per day using accelerators should be included to validate our findings [17].
Second, although we controlled for a variety of factors known to
have an impact on GMV, the more and less physically active groups
might have differed in parameters not included into the present analyses, or the analysis might not have fully controlled for these effects.
However, we controlled for the most important factors known to have
an impact on GMV, and the associations of sports activity with GMV
robustly emerged in our study for different analysis approaches. Other
studies removed their effect when including these factors. For instance,
Gow et al. [31] investigated 226 older participants (77 years) and found
an effect of sports activity on GMV which vanished after including BMI
in the model. Thus, we are confident that we successfully controlled for
important confounders, and the areas showing differential GMV for different activity groups at least partially represent effects of sports activity. We found group differences (high versus low sports) for education,
BMI and age. Therefore it is important to use these parameters as confounds when comparing VBM between groups. When performing a t-test
between the high and low sports group without the confound “education” and “BMI” we found almost exactly the same results for the ROIs.
Therefore, the control for these two factors was not important for the
GMV differences reported. However, when leaving out the factor age as
a confound our results were markedly reduced in effect size, and -besides of SPL- did not reach significance threshold. This indicated the importance for inserting the factor age in GMV analyses-especially when
groups differ for that item.
Third, a comprehensive testing of cognitive parameters was not performed in this study. We found a small difference in Mini-Mental-Status-Examination between activity groups, with better scores for the
higher activity group. However, differences were small, and more detailed testing not available in this cohort. Thus, this issue needs to be
addressed in more detail in future studies.
Fourth, our sample was not representative any more since it was the
third measurement of representative sample 15 years later on. Since the
youngest participants in the representative cohort were aged 18 years
the median split of the 15 years later measured cohort showed an average age of the younger group of 45 years.
Fifths, we used VBM to detect structural differences in GMV. Although it is assumed that underlying processes are due to adjustments
on the cellular level, we have only limited knowledge how GMV differences between groups correspond to cellular mechanisms. However,
several researchers found associations due to interventions in small cohorts [10,49]. We therefore complement their findings by describing a
comparable association in a representative cohort.
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Fig. 3. Result from the two-sample t-test (blue) and linear regression analysis (red; color
code provided at bottom of Figure). The fronto-parietal cluster shows strong overlap
whereas the occipital cluster did only show up in the regression analysis. The statistical
maps have been thresholded with p < 0.001 for illustration purpose and masked for all
ROIs. The segmented high resolution MNI-brain (Collins brain) was used for overlaying
functional maps on structural data. The cut in the segmented brain was adjusted in the
level of the maximum of occipital activation (x=-3 and z = 12)).

physically active participants comprise regions that are prone to age-related atrophy.
4.3. Effects of GMV and physical activity observed in young participants

Similar to finding in older adults, positive associations of physical
fitness and cognitive achievement have been demonstrated in young
adults as well (see overview: [44], most prominently on executive function. However, some recent studies on younger adults demonstrated
lower cortical thickness for those with higher cardiopulmonal fitness,
for example [16] in a group of 32 younger adults (21 years). Of note,
cortical thinning in the early 20 s is associated with higher IQ, with this
association reversing in the early 40 s [45]. Therefore, a general consolidation of gray matter during early adulthood might well influence impact of physical activity on grey matter volume in later adulthood. We
here found a lower slope of sport activity on GMV in the younger part
of our cohort suggesting that with increasing age the effect of physical
activity on GMV might be stronger.
4.4. Hippocampus GMV-differential findings as a function of age

Hippocampus GMV associated with physical activity has previously
been found in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies [12,15,46].
A hippocampal functional network sensitive to physical training has
recently been postulated [22,35]. Age-related reductions in hippocampal volume are less pronounced among more highly educated individuals [47] pointing to the necessity of controlling for education as
a confounder. We detected an association of hippocampal GMV with
the amount of sports activity for the linear regression analysis. For
the hippocampus GMV total minutes of weekly sports activity correlated significantly with volume of the right hippocampus in a previous study on 61 healthy adults aging 18–45 years [48]. Other longitudinal and interventional studies on physical activity in aged participants did not observe GMV changes in this area [23,49]. Herting and Nagel (2012), who found a correlation between higher exercise intensity and higher hippocampal volume, postulated that
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Sixth, this is only a cross-sectional study leaving open whether more
frequently performing sports results in higher GMV or vice versa.
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5. Conclusions
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Overall, this study confirms findings from other cross sectional and
longitudinal studies that sports activity is “the real polypill” [53] for
preventing age related GMV decrease. In addition, although not presenting a representative cohort, our GMV results on sports were extended
to a population with a broader age range. However, our study did also
show that higher sports activity have a slightly larger effect on age decline of GMV in the older participants than in the younger. Specifically,
our large representative cohort of community-dwelling adults across the
lifespan demonstrates that GMV is sensitive to sports activity for a frontoparietal network with a small to medium effect size. Our results encourage the propagation of physical activity in the older population to
maintain brain health.
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